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I n t r o d u c t i o n
The Boelen collection is an early collection of contemporary jewellery, brought together by Romuald
and Ida Boelen-van Gelder from Amsterdam. It includes circa 200 pieces by some of the best
goldsmiths of Central Europe in the period 1965-1975.
Originally the collection probably consisted of about 230 to 250 pieces, but unfortunately part got lost
and/or was sold. However, after 1975-76, when the couple divorced, circa 40 pieces were added by Ida
Boelen-van Gelder. Since 2006 the collection is kept in a bank safe deposit in Amsterdam awaiting its
final destination.
Highlights of the collection are: a famous kinetic brooch by Friedrich Becker, 9 pieces by Claus Bury,
9 pieces by Anton Cepka, a brooch by Yasuki Hiramatsu, 8 pieces by Hermann Jünger, 11 pieces by
Jens Rüdiger Lorenzen, 1 brooch by Bruno Martinazzi, 1 brooch by Francesco Pavan, 4 pieces by Mario
Pinton, 5 pieces by Reinhold Reiling, 3 pieces by Karl Heinz Reister and 3 pieces by Werner Reister, 20
pieces by Robert Smit, 21 pieces by Klaus Ullrich, 3 pieces by Herbert Zeitner and 18 pieces by Othmar
Zschaler. Also dozens of original drawings of pieces in the collection or drawings and sketches for
other jewellery pieces, are part of the Boelen collection. Besides this the archives, filled with their
correspondence with the artists, should be considered an integral part of the Boelen collection because
many letters are about specific pieces in the collection.

In her book Ornament as Art, published by the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston in 2007 on the occasion
of the museum’s acquisition of the Helen Williams Drutt collection of avant-garde jewellery, Helen
Drutt pays tribute to Ida and Rom Boelen who started collecting mid-European contemporary jewellery
around the same time Drutt became interested in American jewellery. 1 Helen Drutt met Ida Boelen-van
Gelder for the first time around 1980. From than on they met regularly, together with Inge Asenbaum
(Vienna), another European protagonist of contemporary jewellery. After the acquisition by the Museum
of Fine Arts Houston of Helen Drutt’s jewellery collection, and the recent acquisition by Deedie Rose for
the Dallas Museum of Art, of Inge Asenbaum’s large jewellery collection, the comparatively small but
exquisite Boelen Collection of jewellery needs to find a safe home as well.
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The Boelen collection is one of the few jewellery collections in the world that reaches back to the
early 1960s of the 20th century. The jewellery was part of a much larger collection of ethnological
and contemporary art, ceramics, glass and industrial design, brought together with much passion
by Romuald (Rom) Boelen (1921-1989) and Ida (Ied) Boelen-van Gelder (1929-2006) in their house in
Amsterdam. The house at the Olympiastraat became a place where artists met and could stay, and
where weekend exhibitions were organized. The invitation lists include museum directors and curators,
designers, fine artists, craftspeople, gallery people, and also dentists, architects, teachers and
others. Besides this Rom and Ida Boelen also organized lectures by Friedrich Becker and Fritz Falck in
Amsterdam.
Collecting jewellery had far-reaching social implications, for them it became a way of life. Rom was a
businessman and Ida took care of the two sons, but together they spend most of their time searching
for new acquisitions, and corresponding with artists. Youngest son Roland Boelen remembers how
his parents were often busy in the evening writing and translating letters, and talking about possible
acquisitions.
The correspondence with artists such as Hermann Jünger, Othmar Zschaler, Claus Bury, Klaus Ullrich,
Reinhold Reiling, Helfried and Elisabeth Kodré-Defner and Manette van Hamel (a Dutch goldsmith, who
moved to the US and Canada, and had an exhibition in the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam in 1970) is
an invaluable source of information about the jewellery world in those days.
Many letters carry a personal and warm character, with invitations for visits or expressing their
warmhearted gratitude for some wonderful days spend at the Boelen domicile. Trips and meetings
were planned around jewellery events; other visits coincided with Rom’s business trips and holidays
with the children were planned around studio visits. The lively correspondence with Claus Bury, who
lived in London from 1969-1970, shows that Rom and Ida visited him several times in this period.
Bury is one of the artists who corresponded intensely with the Boelens, sharing his artistic doubts and
keeping them updated about his artistic and physical rambles. In 1969 Bury moved to London to work
at the Andrew Grima Company. He hated it from the first day, “My work with Andrew Grima is too bad”
(27.7.69), and after half a year he resigned. In his London letters he wrote about the importance of
drawing and painting, expressing his wish to connect this with jewellery instead of focusing solely on
drawing and painting as Hermann Jünger had suggested. Obviously there was a friction.

After one year in London he returned to Meerholz, a village near Frankfurt, where he immediately
felt the pressure of ‘the people’. People asked for his future plans especially with respect to the
goldsmith’s firm of his father, and only there, under the pressure of tradition and heritage, he was able
to decide not to follow in the footsteps of his father: “ … without the risk of a complete engagement (…)
you can never make a jump in this field. I’m sure that there will be many critical voices in Pforzheim
that will miss the connection between my work and Schmuck 70 – Tendenzen. They will question
whether this is still jewellery, a question we have discussed many times yet.” (1.6.70) After some time
he seemed to be doing quite well though: “I’ve started again with the ring theme, I made already 5
new models of this kind, of which two are already sold. I will set aside an object, because Ida is also
interested in rings, entirely without obligation of course, to avoid the gallery’s percentage”. (10.9.70)
The correspondence with Claus Bury remained very intense, also when he started travelling (Israel,
US, Canada) to finally settle in Australia, and notwithstanding the fact that he developed into a sculptor
who didn’t make any jewellery any more. He remained in close contact with Ida, supporting her and
cheering her up in the dark period of the divorce: “Ida, we have to fight and there should be no doubt
about your position.” (23.11.75)

It is a personal and close way of collecting jewellery (and art of course) that has gone lost to a large
extent since galleries became the centers of expertise for exhibiting and selling jewellery. In the
1960s and 70s there were hardly any galleries. Apart from Electrum Gallery in London, Galerie Am
Graben in Vienna (from 1972 until circa 1992) and Galerie Orfèvre in Düsseldorf, which were specialized
in jewellery, there were incidentally some art galleries in Germany and elsewhere that dealt with
jewellery. A gallery run by Renate Kant in Berlin was closed in 1970 (as Claus Bury wrote in one of his
letters).
In 1968 the Handwerkkammer started a gallery, about which Hubertus von Skal has a clear opinion:
“The level is not really good. It is all very crafty; they also have textile roosters and wooden penguins,
besides jewellery from Hermann Jünger and Defner-Kodré etc. All of them are not very happy about
it.” (Letter 18.11.68) Most pieces were sold directly by the artist and therefore the connection between
artist and collector was direct and intense.
There were not many collectors of contemporary jewellery in those days. But, around the same time as
the Boelens started collecting, a German couple from Mannheim, Mr. and Mrs Egger, became interested

in collecting contemporary jewelry as well. Kurt Egger was a businessman like Rom Boelen and it has
been reported, that there was some competition going on between Boelen and Egger. When Hubertus
von Skal wrote them about an exhibition in Pforzheim and that he was working hard to make new work,
he mentioned a visit of Mr. Egger to his studio: “He bought a miniature from this series, luckily not the
one that I had intended for you. Please, don’t worry that you will get ‘second choice’, the two miniatures
that are still for sale are the most dear to me.” (Letter 25.5.70)
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Unlike her husband, Ida was raised in a cultural atmosphere and she was happy to have found her own
niche, that of ceramics, and especially jewellery. Ida Boelen – van Gelder, although not an art historian
herself, was the daughter of a family of art historians: her grandfather Dr. Hendrik Enno van Gelder
was the first director of the Gemeentemuseum in The Hague, her father was Prof. Dr. Jan Gerrit van
Gelder, art historian, curator of Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen in Rotterdam and Professor at the
University of Utrecht, and also her mother was an art historian, specialized in 17th century painting and
printing.
Rom Boelen was initially interested in ethnological art. His collection, displayed at the attic of their
house, comprised about 300 pieces centered on the theme mother and child. Through ethnological art
he became acquainted with contemporary sculpture and ceramics (like Henry Moore, Lynn Chadwick,
Barbara Hepworth) – the combination of contemporary and ethnological art was quite familiar in
museums in those days and this was also how the Boelens liked it. Getting into contact with these
British artists was probably not too difficult as Henry Moore was a friend of Ida’s father.
Ida Boelen was very interested in innovation and new approaches; she started collecting ceramics
- probably around 1960 - inspired by Theo Dobbelman, the initiator and leader (since 1956) of the
experimental department of ‘De Porceleyne Fles’, a ceramics factory in Delft. Contemporary jewellery
entered her life a bit later, in 1965.

Rom and Ied Boelen became acquainted with contemporary jewellery when they visited the
International Exhibition Schmuck Jewellery Bijoux, held in 1965 in Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen
in Rotterdam. The Hessisches Landesmuseum in Darmstadt (1964-65) was the initial organizer of

this exhibition and the Dutch museum supplemented it with an exhibition ‘Dutch Jewellery Now’. This
International Exhibition was well received in many articles in newspapers and magazines and attracted
many visitors. The tone of the reviews was overall positive and there was a general excitement in the
air about contemporary jewellery as an independent art form. Also teachers and students of different
jewellery departments, and young jewellery designers in the Netherlands visited the exhibition. It was
seen as a seminal event, because for the first time in history contemporary jewellery was presented in
an extensive international overview as an art form in its own right.
Bernardine de Neeve was the responsible curator in Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen and she was
acquainted with the Boelen family. Apparently the Boelens visited the exhibition several times. 2 They
intended to meet some of the international artists in the exhibition and therefore Rom and Ida made
lists of names and gathered the artists’ addresses through Bernardine de Neeve. They corresponded
in German, English, French, and Italian. The first letters in the archive of the family concerning
the jewellery, all dating from the year 1965, are handwritten drafts to sculptors and goldsmiths in
different countries. In these letters the Boelens refer to the Rotterdam exhibition and enquire about the
availability of certain pieces exhibited at this exhibition.
The first acquisitions by Rom and Ida Boelen comprise pieces from the exhibition in Rotterdam by
Hermann Jünger (3 brooches), Sigurd Persson (a ring and pendant), Alicia Penalba (pendant), Arnaldo
Pomodoro (bracelet), and Othmar Zschaler (brooch). Some of these pieces are illustrated in the
catalogue of the exhibition. In letters to and from the French sculptor Jean Filhos we can read about a
studio visit in 1965; probably they acquired one or more pieces from him but there is no trace of these
pieces in the collection, letters or drawings.
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In this period Rom and Ida were also interested in Scandinavian jewellery (Sigurd Persson, Anna Stina
Hogwall). However this love didn’t last for long, probably because they were only interested in unique
one-off pieces while Scandinavian jewellery was semi-industrially produced in series and therefore
not unique. In some letters the Boelens express their disappointment when they discover that a brooch
or necklace they had acquired turned out to be not a true one-off, no matter how much the artist could
argue that every piece was hand-made and different from the others.

Anna Stina Hogwall in Stockholm for instance, explains in a letter dated 9.11.1965 to the Boelens, that
jewellery was often made after models made by her in ‘clay-plastic’: “The very first one, I have of
course made myself of this special type. You see, to get a job as jewellery-designer is rare in Sweden,
so I have to work with lots of things. (...) Our silver- and goldsmiths in our workshop work much faster
than I do. In my firm (Torndahls Juvelerare) I am more valuable outside the workshop as a designer of
diamond jewelleries amongst other things.” And: “In Pforzheim I was studying with Reinhold Reiling,
not with Klaus Ullrich.” In the margin of the letter, Rom made a small note: ‘how many copies does she
make? Or not?’
After having acquired a brooch from Hogwall and a ring and pendant from Persson, the Boelens
seemed rather disappointed. They try to find out more about the work of these goldsmiths and about
their way of working. In his last letter to Rom Boelen (9.9.69), Sigurd Persson provides a list of
available bracelets. Rom made some rather irritated notes in the margin: “One-offs? Which year?
We need to have a survey.” Another note (dated 15.12.69) below the same letter reads: “Have not
responded to him. First developments in Sweden have to be back on track and hopefully also the work
of Sigurd Persson.”

Although ‘industrial’ jewellery seemed to be a ‘no-go era’ for the Boelens, they started to do enquiries
about serial jewellery in Italy already in 1968 - probably inspired by Reinhold Reiling. They asked
Arnaldo Pomodoro for advice and through him the Boelens got the addresses of Ettore Sotsass and
of Teresa and Giancarlo Montebello, “my sister and brother in-law who are producers of multiple
jewellery by artists.” (5.9.68)
There are no letters of the Boelens addressed to Sotsass or Gem Montebello, but there is a letter
(dated 2.4.71) from Gian Carlo Montebello, which is accompanied by a catalogue of their jewellery
production, hoping to get them interested.. “Some of the jewels are in a very limited edition”
Montebello writes, “numbered and signed by the artist and others are in larger editions accompanied
by a certificate of authentication.”
From this innovative collection of jewelry produced by Gem Montebello, they bought some important
pieces: one ring designed by Gastone Novelli, two pendants by Edvil Ramosa, a ring and a pendant by
Lucio Del Pezzo, an iconic golden ring by Pol Bury, and earrings by Jesus Raphael Soto. These pieces,
designed by sculptors, fit wonderfully in their jewellery collection – although they are multiples and

although they show a different attitude towards form and surface. The pieces were acquired in 1971
through Galerie Seriaal in Amsterdam, and the invoice was charged in Italian Lira.
Galerie Seriaal was a young avant-garde fine art gallery in Amsterdam, which was completely focused
on multiples and conceptual art. It shows that Rom and Ida were gradually becoming more interested in
conceptual art, which resulted in acquisitions by fine artists such as Gordon Matta-Clark, Dan Graham
and Bill Beckley.
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From 1967 onwards Rom and Ida Boelen focused on Germany, Switzerland, Austria and Italy, still
very interested in sculptural work (by goldsmiths and sculptors) and in one-offs. In 1967 they visited
the first Tendenzen exhibition in the Schmuckmuseum Pforzheim, resulting in a hand-written ‘wishlist’: “Hermann Jünger, 3 small brooches; Othmar Zschaler, big round brooch, cat.nr. 23; Anton Cepka,
square brooch, cat.nr. 22; Defner-Kodré, big brooch, out of catalogue; Manual Cap de Vila, brooch
cat.nr. 25 and big brooch showcase left up; Mario Pinton, necklace with stones; Friedrich Becker,
round mobile brooch and corkscrew brooch.” Some of these wished pieces actually ended up in their
collection.
The Tendenzen exhibitions, organized in the Schmuckmuseum Pforzheim by Fritz Falck, and the
Schmuck Schau at the Handwerksmesse in Munich became their guidance. Fritz Falck, the director
of the Schmuckmuseum in Pforzheim, became a good friend, although there was also some friction,
expressed in letters to Reinhold Reiling: it annoyed them that the Schmuckmuseum had the first choice
in buying pieces.

They corresponded with Mr. Herbert Hoffmann, the man behind the Schmuck exhibition who fought
for the survival of the yearly exhibition at the trade fair. In a letter expressing their adherence to the
Schmuck exhibition (20.4.70), Rom wrote: “My wife and me have called this pilgrimage the ‘manna’
from which we can live another year”. It is very interesting to see that almost half a century later
Schmuck still functions like this for a growing number of visitors from all around the world.

In 1968, together with Reinhold Reiling, they planned to make a book about contemporary
jewellery based on their own collection, some other private collections and the collection of
the Schmuckmuseum. The project took many years; the book was published in 1971 under the
title Schmuck, als künstlerische Aussage unserer Zeit, with an introduction by Gerhard Bott. All
photographic illustrations are in colour, which was really something new and expensive in those days.
A considerable amount of the jewellery as well as drawings illustrated in the book were from the
Boelen Collection and is indicated as ‘Private collection Amsterdam’. 3
Rom and Ida were actively engaged in the book project, visiting many artists to talk about the book
and to buy new work. The correspondence with Arnaldo Pomodoro and Reinhold Reiling is indicative
of the many problems they faced while making the book. It was hard to get good images (most
artists including goldsmiths were not used to having their work photographed: good photography was
expensive and a professional trade, the quality of the drawings that were an integral part of the book
was worrying, and it was hard to get good artists’ portraits. And even it was complicated to purchase a
new piece from a favourite artist such as Arnaldo Pomodoro.
At the time Pomodoro was very busy with international exhibitions and sculpture commissions and
he explained to them, that he is a sculptor and just didn’t have time to make any jewellery: “Vi ricordo
che il mio vero lavoro è fare scultura.” (“Remember that I am in fact a sculptor”; 27.2.69, letter to Mr.
Reiling).
Reinhold Reiling made the first selection of artists and the Boelens were invited to make changes and
additions. It seems that Emmy van Leersum and Gijs Bakker, mentioned in a letter of Reinhold Reiling
of 17.11.68, and again in a letter of 28.11.68 when Reiling asked the Boelens for more information
about their work, were removed from the list on the advice of Rom and Ida.
To be honest, Bakker and Van Leersum’s conceptual and formal attitude would not have fitted within
the choice for informal jewelry that was the core of the book. Besides influencing the selection of
artists, Rom and Ida also tried to put some pressure on this process, advising Reinhold Reiling in 1970
to stop taking more artists, nor taking on new work: ‘one should stop somewhere, otherwise it takes
too long.” (Undated letter of Rom Boelen)
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Getting pieces they purchased abroad to Amsterdam was a complicated and delicate affair. Sometimes
pieces were sent by post, but this was rather risky, for instance with strikes going on and off in Italy.
To avoid customs they often needed an intermediary whom would travel to Holland. In other instances a
package was handed over to someone in Germany or elsewhere where they had planned a visit.

In Italy an old friend of Ida, Arno Hammacher (who was a photographer), was their contact person; in
financial affairs he took care of payments. Hammacher lived and worked in Milan and was acquainted
with Italian artists, including sculptors such as Arnaldo and Giò Pomodoro. Occasionally Arno was
commissioned by the Boelens to buy a piece of jewellery. This was a matter of trust. The choice for a
rusty iron and ebony brooch of Karl Heinz Reister, which he bought at an exhibition in Palermo in 1968,
apparently needed some recommendation: “we all, here in Milan, think this is the best piece.” (K.H.
Reister to Boelen, 14.10.68). Later Karl Heinz Reister is extremely happy when he finds out that the
Boelens are pleased with this work: “…which is so dear to me because they (the Boelens also bought a
similar necklace, LdB) belong to the little experiment that I allowed myself to do, irrespective of ideas
about preciousness.”

Negotiations about a specific piece they wanted to buy, were also rather complicated; sometimes
Rom provided sketches of a piece they had seen in an exhibition, or the artist would send sketches to
them to enable them to make a choice. Photography as a means of communication and documentation
was not as common as it is today. Sometimes artists did send photographs indeed, but, because
photography was very expensive, there was quite some anxious correspondence about returning the
images in a safe way, not keeping them for too long, etc.
One cannot imagine how complicated it must have been to get in touch with people from all around
Europe, including eastern Europe, which was at that time firmly hidden behind the ‘iron curtain’. It was
at the height of the cold war when the Russians invaded Prague. Ida and Rom were very worried about
their friends in Czechoslovakia, such as Anton Cepka and Josef Symon. They sent parcels with food like
many other people from Western Europe who had friends behind ‘the iron curtain’ did.
Rom and Ied did not only have to face language problems and customs, but also had to face the
whimsicalities of international currencies. Therefore, often pieces were paid in cash. Collecting

international jewellery in pre-gallery, pre-digital and pre-Euro times was quite an adventure,
but nevertheless they succeeded to build a representative collection of the best central European
contemporary jewellers. Within a short time the jewellery world became aware of these nice people
from Amsterdam and their interesting collection.
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Although the Boelens did acquire a few pieces of jewellery by Dutch makers (such as Nicolaas van
Beek and Onno Boekhoudt), it was striking, that the couple was not really interested in the Dutch
section of the Rotterdam exhibition. The reason might have been, that they regarded Dutch jewellery by
goldsmiths like Chris Steenbergen, Archibald Dumbar and Frank Ligtelijn as too modest.
Obviously the difference in style between the international and the Dutch jewellery in the 1960s was
quite big, and this was clearly a matter of taste and habit. A Dutch newspaper review wrote: “Of course
we can’t imagine Dutch ladies to wear rings as large as plovers’ eggs, chains with bungling pipes and
golden plaques, and bracelets that have protruding bars and stones, when visiting cocktail parties or
paying birthday visits.” 4 And another newspaper article qualifies Dutch jewellery positively as “dignified
and calm, not excessive.” 5 Apparently it was exactly this warm, excessive and sculptural character of
the foreign work that attracted Rom and Ida Boelen with the obvious aim of Ida to wear the jewellery.
Although Ida didn’t have en eye-catching way of dressing, she loved to wear all her jewellery; Klaus
Ullrich was one of her favourites.
According to their son Ronald, Dutch jewellery didn’t appeal at all to his parents, apart from the
jewellery of Robert Smit, who was educated in Pforzheim and a student of Klaus Ullrich. With 20 pieces
Robert Smit is well represented in their collection. Rom and Ida were not interested in the jewellery of
Emmy van Leersum, Gijs Bakker, Françoise van den Bosch and other Dutch innovators, although they
probably did visit some exhibitions. The only piece by Emmy van Leersum, that was once part of their
collection, was the famous gold bracelet that was closed by folding one of the tips (1968), which was
part of a series of three different variations.
In the Boelen’s archives we can find the invitation card and also the exhibition text, which accompanied
the Gijs Bakker and Emmy van Leersum Clothing Suggestions exhibition at Gallery Art & Project in
Amsterdam in 1970. Unfortunately it is unknown whether they went there and what their opinion about
it was.

They were informed about Dutch jewellery and they knew and met each other, but obviously they found
Dutch jewellery too simple and cold. Rom and Ida were interested in gold and combinations of gold and
acrylic, and in colours (acrylic, stones, enamel) - not in industrial materials as such. Another problem
might have been the fact that Dutch jewellers only, or mostly, made multiples – and Rom and Ida were
explicitly interested in one-offs.
Unfortunately Rom and Ida have passed away years ago and there are no published texts about their
collection that reveal their ideas. However the Boelen collection illustrates how taste and style are
important ingredients for establishing a collection in the arts. According to their son, Ida’s intuitive
taste and Rom’s inclination to do things well and thoroughly, made their collection so successful. They
acquired the best pieces while money didn’t seem to be a problem at all. Their collection is especially
interesting because it is the anti-pole of Dutch jewellery; they collected exactly the kind of jewellery
that was excommunicated in the Netherlands at that time.
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Soon the Tendenzen exhibitions in the Pforzheim Schmuckmuseum, and the Schmuck Schau in Munich
became the focus in their life. Here they were able to meet their jewellery friends - who also visited
them in Amsterdam regularly. In a letter of Rom to Claus Bury, dated 17.1.1974, he talks about their
hectic life and the many people (15 to 20) who were staying with them because of the opening of the
exhibition of Dennis Oppenheim in the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam.
Letters from many artists, such as Helfried and Elisabeth Kodré-Defner, mention the lovely days in
the house of Rom and Ida, the successful event and the wonderful atmosphere and good discussions.
According to Roland Boelen his parents organized sales-dinners at their house, involving up to six
different artists. The list of attendees was hung in the hallway, because they also wanted people to
get in touch with each other. Rom would give an introduction and between the different dishes artists
were invited to tell about their work. Then Rom would ask questions, and discussions just unfolded in a
natural and informal way. After dinner the sales were handled. All was done to support the artists, who
didn’t have to pay any commission to the Boelens.

Rom and Ida also tried to support artists by actively talking with them about their work and giving them
advice. Hubertus von Skal wrote to them (30.3.68): “I often think about our conversation, in which you
encouraged me and gave me new confidence. One rarely finds people that think like you and are so
engaged and above all so cordial.”
On the other hand Rom Boelen sometimes wrote in a rather moralistic tone especially when it came
to prices, for instance in a letter to the English goldsmith Darrell Whittaker in Kent whom he visited
in 1968: “We only want to tell you that in general you should keep your price in the normal region
otherwise you will never sell enough to live from the work you produce. Of course I see your argument
as to time of research involved. But you must reckon, that your experiment of today cannot be paid by
others immediately. This is a form of depth investment....” (Letter 14.10.68) But Rom Boelen was also
generous and if needed he paid a deposit to help an artist who run out of money. When Hubertus von
Skal, for instance asked for an initial payment (letter 4.8.70), Rom immediately transferred a quite
substantial amount of money - documented in the margin of the letter where Rom wrote that he paid
him a deposit of 1000 DM.
Because there were hardly any galleries, there was some room for negotiations. Rom sometimes
complained about the price level and asks if work could be sold without involving the gallery (that
asked a humble 33% at that time). Often the Boelens asked for drawings of a piece they had acquired.
Many letters dealt with practicalities such as who can take a certain piece of jewellery to Amsterdam,
or when can they come over to pick up a piece.
In 1971, Rom’s 50th birthday is celebrated in a rented cottage in Ruinen where some 28 people are
present, among them Claus Bury, Klaus Ullrich, the Kodré-Deffner couple, Robert and Louise Smit and
Gisela Seibert. On this occasion the artists offer Rom a small cabinet, which was designed after an
idea of Claus Bury. It contains small objects, drawings and jewellery from different artists among them
Claus Bury, Robert Smit and Hermann Jünger. 6

I d a ’s

c o n t i n u a t i o n
Helen Drutt and Ida Boelen-van Gelder only met for the first time in Europe around 1980, obviously
recognizing a shared passion immediately. In the course of the 1980s Helen and Ida started to visit
Inge Asenbaum, the director of Galerie Am Graben in Vienna. The three independent women and

jewellery collectors met on several occasions and enjoyed discussing contemporary jewellery and
would be making plans. Helen Drutt and Inge Asenbaum both run a gallery in Philadelphia (Helen Drutt
Gallery) and Vienna (Galerie Am Graben) respectively. Ida organized weekend exhibitions at her place in
Amsterdam since 1979.
Ida’s connection with Helen Drutt and Inge Asenbaum started after the sudden divorce of Ida and Rom
Boelen in 1975/1976. The divorce is quite a mystery: from an active and obviously harmonious life of
collecting and sharing the same passion and network of friends, Rom suddenly withdrew. 7 He left
home and family, turned his back to the jewellery scene and never met his jewellery friends again. He
took a rather random part of the jewellery collection (a part was retrieved after his death, but other
pieces were sold).
From this sad period there are letters of Ida addressed to various artists, asking them if they had a
list of pieces acquired by her and her husband – they never kept a complete list of acquisitions. Ida
desperately tried to keep the collection of jewellery together but sadly didn’t succeed. On top of that
she had to move to another house and lost a considerable part of her financial resources. Still, she
decided not to give up jewellery. Remarkably she took a part-time job in a wine boutique and continued
her contacts with artists and the jewellery world, travelling to Germany, Austria and even Japan
(together with Monika Falck), and organizing weekend exhibitions with the help of her youngest son
Roland.
In her new home, not far from the old one, she had to improvise to show jewellery during the weekend
exhibitions: her son just mounted the black sofa cushions to the wall and these provided a perfect
background for showing jewellery. In this confusing period she showed an amazing strength and
determination, which was recognized by her jewellery friends, who – as far as the letters tell - stayed
faithful, didn’t ask much, respected her decision to continue and supported her.

It was Ida’s idea to start the ISSP, the International Society of Friends of the Schmuck Museum
Pforzheim of which she was the secretary and deputy chairwoman for a considerable time. “Something
needed to be done”, she wrote in a letter “but there was no money”. Therefore she came up with the
idea of starting a ‘snowball’ action: she composed a group of people from Switzerland, Great Britain,
United States, Japan, Germany and Holland, every person getting 10 letters to send around. 8
After one year of extensive canvassing for the society, the ISSP had about 100 members. She started

working on it in 1976, writing letters to artists, collectors, museums and galleries around the world
to become friend of the Schmuck Museum and answering every individual letter she received. Fritz
Falck officially announced the ISSP on February 4th 1977. Within short time the society had about
250 members, and three to four times a year a bulletin was send around with information about the
museum, and a list of exhibitions at international galleries and museums – Ida was the responsible
person for this, as well as for new subscriptions.
Resuming: Ida did manage to add pieces to the Boelen jewellery collection. However the main focus of
the Boelen collection is the period between about 1965 and 1975, when Rom and Ida, together, acquired
pieces in an extremely high speed from mainly Central European artists.

Apart from a wonderful choice of work by Robert Smit, bought by Ida Boelen since Robert Smit
returned to jewellery in 1985, the other new acquisitions by Ida Boelen missed the connectedness
which is so characteristic of the previous period when Ida en Rom were still collecting together.
Nobody can blame Ida for that: she had a serious lack of money and she missed someone to share her
thoughts and wishes with. Nevertheless she managed to keep her back straight and became a working
woman, stepped out of the shade of her ex-husband, found her own voice and destination and played a
substantial role in the world of contemporary international jewellery – all this is valuable and needs to
be recognized after all these years.

C o n c l u s i o n :
The Boelen collection is interesting in many ways:

It gives a coherent picture of a certain kind of jewellery, which can be labelled as “Informal”, from a
certain period of time (1964-1976), together with drawings and sketches of many of the pieces.
It is the counterpart of Dutch Formal jewellery from the same period and therefore provides a valuable
context. In a short note, mentioned in a catalogue, Gijs Bakker shows his aversion toward the Schmuck
exhibition in Museum Boijmans van Beuningen (1965), the one that stimulated the Boelens to start
collecting jewellery. Gijs Bakker tells: ‘We already knew that we didn’t want to work that way.’ 9 This

very judgment is indicative of the prohibited atmosphere in Dutch jewellery in the 1970s, which was
anti-establishment and anti-craftsmanship, anti-gold and anti-romanticism, anti- naturalism and antiexpressionism.
The prevailing style in Dutch jewellery was unanimously restrained and conceptual. As a matter of fact
the kind of jewellery acquired by the Boelens was hardly known in the Netherlands or dismissed as
‘too German’. Seen in that light the couple followed a unique path and acquired a unique collection of
jewellery.

The Boelen couple did not only collect but also constituted a network of artists and others around
them, who met regularly and were warmly connected – Rom and Ida were in many ways stimulating
advocates of contemporary jewellery. The Boelens certainly created a stir in the world of contemporary
jewellery.

Both Rom and Ida wanted to stimulate jewellery, its appreciation, reception and the making. Not only
the network was important to everybody involved, but also the other activities that they undertook,
such as organizing weekend exhibitions and lectures.

Shortly after they had started collecting jewellery, they initiated a book about contemporary jewellery,
called Schmuck, als künstlerische Aussage unserer Zeit (Pforzheim, 1971). And many years later Ida
was again busy planning an exhibition together with Inge Asenbaum and Fritz Falck for the Schmuck
Museum in 1986. In letters to fellow collectors, Ida asked them for their cooperation, explaining the
aim of the exhibition ‘…to show people that one can also collect jewellery, and that might be help all
our befriended goldsmiths in various ways.’ 10

My gratitude to: Roland Boelen, who manages the collection and archives on behalf of the family, and
Louise Smit, the curator of the Boelen Collection of Jewelry.
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